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Abstract 

1?.adlatlve corrections to pion decays are calculated. The spectra of real photons 
emitted In the 7r,JL -decay and n-e -decay are different in form. Therefore, the ratio 
of decay probabilities for the same value of the cut-off of the photon spectrum In both chan
nels depends essentlaiiy upon the cut-off. At the same time the radiation effects give the 
contribution to the total probablllty of decay (the decay with photon of any energy) which 
Ia equal to 3.93 per cent. The principal contribution to the correction comes hom the dif
ference In the probabllltiM of radiation of photons by an electron and ~ -meson. The lor-
mula Ia obtained lor lepton and photon spectra in pion decays. · 

The radiative corrections in the weak interactions have been investigated in a number of paper/1-
91 

It 

has been found in these papers that the corrections have different features in various processes. In the~ -de

;ay where in the final state there arise two charged particles of the same helicity, their interaction (together 

with the influence of their masses) yields integrals which diverge at the upper limit. In the ,J.L -decay pro

cesses where the charged particles have the same helicity as well but one of them vanishes in the initial sta

te and another particle appears in the final one, similar integrals cancel* and the corrections can be calcula-_ .. ~ 
ted. Unl~ke the first case where the divergence is connected apparently with general difficulties of the four-

Jermion interaction, in the second case a main part of the effect should be expected to be connected with the 

real radiation of photons possessing comparatively low energies and a correction value should be determined 

mainly by the probability of such a decay. In this case it is natural that the radiation of a quantum will have 

a great influence upon the angular and energy distribution of the reaction products but it will influence less 

. strongly the total probability value. For instance, in the case of the ,11.--e -decay the t-..lichel parameter deter

:nining the electron spectrum changes by 5%, the radiative corrections being taken into account, while the 

A -meson life time changes only by 0.5%. A similar role should be played by the radiative corrections to 

the ratio of two possible types of the pion decay. 

Recent investigations of the pion decay have showed/10/ /11/that the experimental value of the ratio of 

pion ~- and ,.J.L-decays is close to the value predicted by the Fevnman-Gell-Mann theory. Namely, with-

out the account of radiative corrections the theory yields/12/ : • 
F 

* . 
If we plot the graphs so that the decay were described as a transformation of one charged partlole Into another 

<,u. B ~ , 7' B~ ) then a divergent Integral appears when the charged particle hellclty changes In the transition. 
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Jl.=(Wq)o 
(~pj, 

~z_~~z ~ 'i.'l-~J.z ·~ = ~28Z·.1.o-+_, Ill 

where ( w.p >o and ( w.AP >o are uncorrected probabilities of the pion ~- ClJ1d ,A.£ -decays. 

Radiative corrections to both modes of decay have been calculated by Berman/6/, Kinoshita /8/ who has 

shown that the value of the correction to the ratio /11 is surprisingly large and amounts to 14%. 

Berman calculates as usual the sum of 'radiative corrections 1 and 'probability of real soft quantum radia
-~ 

tion'. 'fhis value depends strongly upon the value of the quantum energy cut-off, or what is the same, uPOn 

the experimental loss of the electron energy A£ (the above numerical result corresponds to A£= 0.25 Mev) 

It is obvious that in this case the correction can be large if the photon spectrum shape is different in both 

decays. In this case the cut-off will single out a different part of the lepton spectrum. As the calculations 

show, this is, in fact; just the principle cause of the large value of the correction. T<inoshita/8/ has mel_ltion

ed this in his paper, however he has not give all the formulae. 

All the calculations are repeated in the present paper, the formu\a for the correction to the decay<Jroba

bility being somewhat different from that of Kinoshita, (although the numerical difference with the Kinoshita's 

value is negligible). Besides, the formulae for the photon spectra are given. The lepton spectrum obtained by 

us coincides with that calculated in/14/, /15/, /16/. 

The calculations have been made by a standard method. In doing so the radiation from nucleon loops was • 

neglected, since they contain the nucleon mass i~ the denominator ( comp. for example/17/). 

If we choose a system of coordinates where the pion is at rest, then the radiative decay probability 

equals/8/: 

WI'Pt'" Jh .Ji_ A 1 .Zl t l~ -·+ ~ 7 ,u.~(.io-7A.t_j I 
., • =?;'{II(JI.}-[ut1!j. -e~(:L~/-2'VJ-U- :if"J- •h-uU.2 ·tlf,U. 

+ ¥:lft".z.).L /.1.,4z1+ {ts--*~} . 
'1?1-2.) (-' ./ 8 (:l.,u.zJ 

1n the formula A. is the infra-red cut-off, _,M- is the ratio of the lepton mass to that of pion, 

LfxJ l.)('"(.J~l.ct=-I -:: {/44.1) , 
0 "l lrt.=1"" 

~~=2(J$~A~+~) . 

The photon and lepton spectra are given by the formulae: £-r= E1"/l!l- , Ee ==-Ee/'1-

J; o(f ...l:.. + {4-.s;;c~.2~ ,u. z. 
W~,. fErJ=-(We~?C -E.,. (1~2)1 + ~7:t..,....-.zL;~;:;...J=-(:L,_?"-~-z 

+ff!.-tA'L.-J:-.- 2(.f--,.u}-2§r)_J./, 1-Zirj tit 
L~ ~.,. (.t-...«2~ ] .M* .,- , 

c1!V"·· 
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/5/ 

the formula /5/ coincides with that of paper/16/. 
faking into account all the Fevnman graphs with the virtual photon emission up to ~a , we obtain 

the probability of a nonradiative n -decay (or ?r,t£ -decay): 

#here l and A are the upper and lower limit of the virtual photon energy respectively. The formula 

of the paper/8/ differs from the above one in that insteaQ. of the term -%there is the term - ~ (after mak

ing correction for the mass ). 
By summing up /2/ and /6/ we find the total (radiative + nonradiative) pion decay probability: 

171 

In /8/ the last term was ( 13-19 """'~) /8 (1-,.l£2 ) (after making correction for the mass ). By using the 

formula 17/ we can calculate radiative correction to /1/. 
For the probability of the emission of a lepton with the energy less than £'-X -4£ we get: 

If the linear terms in AE are neglected the formula turns into the Kinoshita formulJ/8/. Now we can 

write down the formula for the ~orrection to the ratio of .(I.- and _p. -decay probabilities for which leptons 

have an energy which differs from the maximum one less than by .1£ . By substituting the values of 

::onstants we obtain: 

R_(AE)==llu{i-{1;6fT·Lo-9·fJo,u-~6IJ(k~-~)-L {-~) J} · 19/ 
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Nwnerical values and the comparison with the results of Berman/6/ and Kinoshita/8/ are tabulated : 

~Ee (in units of ~ ) 0.5 10 20 30 total energy region 

(¥)6 
Berman 13.9 7.6 6.1 5.3 3.9181 

The present paper 14.0 7.8 6.5 5.8 .. 3.93 
L...- - ~-- - - -- - -- ---

For the sake of illustration we give the curve of the dependence of the ratio on the cut-off dEe 

.Note, that for the value of ..1~= 10 Mev, which has been taking in the experiments/11/, R==l.198·.fo-4-

(the experimental value yields R= (J.f8:t:.o,os}1o"'~). 

We express our gratitude to L.Okun, Tzu Hung-yuan, Chou Kuang-chao, Ho Tzo-hsiu, Hsien Ding-chang 

and Wang -yung for the useful discussion of the present paper. 
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